Progress towards a large area, thin DEPFET detector module
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Abstract
Large arrays of depleted field effect transistor (DEPFET) detector elements are one possible technology for the
vertex detector of the planned International Linear Collider. The main challenges are the production of large
(10 cm2 ) devices with an average thickness of around 100 µm (silicon) and their fast column parallel readout. This
paper describes in some detail how a DEPFET based sensor module could be built and presents the design of the
latest generation of ‘Switcher’ steering chips.
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1. Introduction
The main requirements for the vertex detector at
the planned International Linear Collider (ILC)
are
– a radiation length one order of magnitude below
that of the vertex layers at LHC, i.e. in the order
of 0.1% (≈ 100 µm of silicon) per layer,
– a high spatial resolution of a few micrometers,
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– a readout adapted to the time structure of ILC
(5 bunch trains per second with 2820 bunches
within 950 µs),
– a high granularity and readout speed to cope
with the expected high hit densities of up to 0.15
hits per mm2 per bunch crossing in the innermost layer (including a safety factor 3)[1] and
– a radiation tolerance of 360 krad per year[1].
Several technologies like Charge Coupled Devices
(CCDs), In-situ Storage Image Sensors (ISIS) [2,3],
Active Pixel Sensors [4,5] and depleted field effect
transistors (DEPFETs) are presently being optimized for a possible application in the ILC vertex
detector. This paper presents ongoing work on
DEPFET matrices with a focus on a possible module geometry and a description of new gate/clear
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steering electronics. The following section describes some properties of existing DEPFET devices. Section 3 presents in some detail a possible
module geometry, followed by a description of the
new Switcher steering chips in section 4.

Two dimensional arrays are constructed by connecting gates and clears in rows and the drains
in columns, holding all sources at a common potential. After a charge accumulation period, a row
is turned on by pulling its external gate line low.
The current in all drain columns is measured and
compared to the current with empty internal gate,
which is obtained by pulsing the clear line. This
sequence is repeated periodically for all rows. In
order to cope with the high occupancy at the innermost ILC layer, several readout frames must
be taken during one ILC burst. This imposes a
row readout rate of 10 MHz or more. At these frequencies, readout noise will be dominated by thermal noise of the electronics and not by the intrinsic noise of DEPFET devices, which can be below 2 electrons (enc) at room temperature for slow
shaping times of 10 µs. Several small matrices with
64 × 128 pixels have been operated successfully
with fully integrated gate/clear steering and drain
readout electronics. As an example, a signal/noise
ratio of ≈ 110 has been obtained for minimum ionizing particles in a test beam using 450 µm thick
sensors.

2. DEPFET Single Device and Matrix
Operation
The depleted field effect transistor [6] is a device with built in amplification: The electrostatic
field in a fully sideward depleted silicon structure
is shaped such that all electrons generated by ionizing particles, Xrays or photons are collected in a
small volume which is located under the channel
of an integrated p-channel field effect transistor.
Both, JFETs and MOSFETs, can be used. The
negative charge in this ‘internal gate’ leads to a increase of the channel current according to the small
signal charge gain gq ≈ 0.5 . . . 1 nA per electron.
The current can be completely switched off with
an additional, ‘external’ gate. Charge collection is
fully efficient also while the device is switched off,
so that a low power operation is possible. The accumulated charge can be measured as a voltage
change at the source in ‘source follower’ readout,
or as a current signal at the drain in ‘drain readout’ . The drain voltage can be kept at a constant
potential with suited readout electronics for the
latter case, so that a fast readout is possible even
with high bus capacitances [7].
The charge accumulated in the internal gate can
be removed through a clear contact with a positive voltage pulse. In the operation mode used for
ILC, a complete clear is mandatory to avoid noise
contribution by varying remaining charges. By appropriate implantations in the device it has been
possible recently to lower the required clear voltage
step to ≈ 7 V 3 . It is still a challenge, however, to
construct radiation tolerant low power electronics
able to generate such voltage steps which should
be as short as 20 ns for a total capacitance of several 10 pF.
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Fig. 1. 55 F e spectrum obtained with an irradiated single
DEPFET device (see text).

Due to the high collecting field in the device,
no severe degradation of the ‘internal’ DEPFET
is expected after radiation. The external gate suffers from threshold shift, however. Several consistent irradiations have shown that these shifts are
in the order of −5 V after nearly 1 Mrad. They can
be compensated for by adjusting the gate voltages
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Present devices use an additional ‘clear gate’ held at
a constant potential to simplify clearing at low voltages.
This feature is not further described in this paper.
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until the initial drain current is reached. Only a
small (< 10%) decrease in charge gain gq has been
observed. The noise of the devices is still excellent
after irradiation, as illustrated in fig. 1, where a
55
F e spectrum is measured with a DEPFET that
has been irradiated to 912 krad (60 Co). The measurement has been obtained at room temperature
with a shaping time of 10 µs at a DEPFET bias
current of only 40 µA. The noise determined from
the pedestal peak of 3.5 electrons must be compared to the value of 1.6 electrons measured with
the same device before irradiation.
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3. DEPFET Module Description

active area

A possible geometry for a DEPFET vertex detector half-module is depicted in fig. 2. The numbers given in the following are realistic estimations,
based on existing devices. They may be optimized
with maturing sensor and chip designs and based
on more realistic simulations of sensor and physics
performance within the ILC detector. The active
area of 12.3 × 98.3 mm2 consists of 512 × 4096
DEPFET pixels of 24 × 24 µm2 size (Fig. 2 shows
half a module). This major part of the module
is thinned to ≈ 50 µm with, possibly, some integrated support bars for mechanical stability. The
300 µm thick support frame at the left side is only
half a millimeter wide to facilitate the assembly of
a barrel with nearly 100% track coverage. Adjacent pixels in two consecutive rows are grouped in
pairs, respectively, sharing one horizontal clear and
gate signal (see detail in fig. 2). The matrix therefore effectively consists of 2048 double rows with a
pitch of 48 µm. Each pixel pair has two independent drain connections, so that 1024 drain readout
channels with a very fine pitch of only 12 µm are
required on both ends of the module.
The frame on the right side supports 2 × 16
Switcher steering chips with 128 channels each to
control the gate- and clear signals. The width of
this extension must be minimized as much as possible as it is located in the active area. Structured
thinning of the extension may be mechanically possible. The present Switcher3 chips have a width of
1.42 mm so that two chips with a small gap and

cross section
drain readout
chips

Fig. 2. Possible geometry of one half of a ILC DEPFET
module (dimensions are not to scale).

some free space at the sides can be accommodated
within 3.5 mm. The Chips will be thinned down to
50 − 100 µm to reduce radiation length. The connection to the sensor will be achieved with single
chip gold stud bumping, to begin with. Our present
technology uses a 17.5 µm diameter wire to obtain
gold spheres with a free air ball diameter of below
50 µm. The studs are placed on 60 − 80 µm diameter pads on both, chip and sensor, sides. Flipping
is performed on a manual machine with or without
anisotropic epoxy glue. The additional radiation
length introduced by these gold bump connections
corresponds to an increase in average silicon thickness of the active area of ≈ 15 µm. This value can
be reduced efficiently by going to slightly smaller
ball diameters. The power supply and steering signals for the switchers are routed on the thick frame
using the two available aluminum layers. The expected power dissipation of the final switcher chips
will be very low, as only one row must be steered
at a time. No special cooling should therefore be
required in the active area.
3

The current signals from the 1024 drain lines will
be processed by special readout chips located at
the bottom and at the top of the module. Due to
the narrow channel pitch of 12 µm, bump bonding
seems mandatory here as well. A successor of the
Curo chip [10] with many improvements and modifications and a suited pad geometry is presently
under development. This chip will be the dominant
source of power dissipation. Due to the location
outside of the acceptance, bringing out the generated heat and the huge amount of data should be
feasible.
The arrangement of steering chips along the long
edge of the module simplifies cooling and signal
routing. The frame rate, however, is limited due
to the large number of rows (2048 pixel rows or
1024 double rows per side). At a double row readout time of 50 ns, for instance, a full frame requires
≈ 50 µs, so that 20 frames can be read within one
ILC burst. Placing the drain readout chips at the
long edge could speed this up by a factor of four
at the expense of an increased heat dissipation in
the active volume. More detailed studies of the hit
background and the determination of realistic occupancy limits are required to chose among various
possible scenarios.

first test structures had been produced in a test
laboratory, the recent production has been carried
out in the main lab, where DEPFET processing is
possible. After device processing, the backside of
the handling wafer is patterned and the major part
of the handling wafer is etched away, so that only
the thin sensor wafer is left over in the active area.
1-2 mm
50 µm
Handing
Wafer

Fig. 3. Cross section of the edge of a handling wafer with
bonded sensor wafer, thinned to 50 µm thickness.

One crucial question has been weather the quality of the devices is degraded by this slightly more
complicated processing sequence and by the etching step. Various large area (10mm2 ) diodes have
therefore been produced and the CV- and IV characteristics have been evaluated. Full depletion is
reached at 50 V as expected for 50 µm thin devices
on a substrate with a resistivity of 150Ω cm. The
leakage currents of typically 100 pA/ cm2 (at 50 V)
are excellent values. Only ≈ 10% of the devices
have leakage currents increased by a factor of five.
No significant difference in behavior between normal and thin diodes has been observed.

3.1. Progress in Thinning Technology
One key element for the successful construction of a DEPFET vertex detector module is the
technology for achieving thin active areas with a
monolithic thicker silicon support structure. As
described in [8], a backside-implanted, oxidized
detector grade sensor wafer is first bonded to a
mechanical handling wafer. This sandwich is then
thinned down until the sensor wafer has reached
the desired thickness. 50 µm are obtained routinely. These two processing steps have been carried out in research labs for our first test. Recently,
the transfer to industrial suppliers using 150 mm
wafers has been successfully demonstrated for the
production of various diode test structures and
full size mechanical samples. A cross section of
a thinned sandwich is shown in fig. 3. The sandwich must then be processed in the facilities of
the Semiconductor Laboratory in Munich. While

4. The Switcher3 Gate/Clear Steering Chip
In the existing test setups, the control of the gate
and clear signals is achieved with the Switcher2
steering chip. This chip has been designed 2002 in
a 0.8 µm high voltage technology in order to be
able to deliver voltage steps of up to 30 V for test
purposes. This chip is not suited for ILC, however,
for several reasons (geometry, power dissipation,
speed, insufficient radiation hardness). A new chip,
Switcher3, has therefore been designed with the
following main goals:
– Geometry suited for module construction (slim
and long). Two dimensional arrangement of
bump bonding pads. 128 channels.
4

– Voltage steps of up to 10 V, sufficient for operation of the latest DEPFET devices.
– Minimal dynamic power dissipation, close to
zero static power dissipation.
– Settling time of ≈ 20 ns for a 9 V step and a load
capacitance of 20 pF.
– Radiation tolerance of at least 1 Mrad.
– Flexible sequencer allowing multiple readout of
regions of interest.
– Minimum number of supply, bias and control signals to simplify wiring on the sensor frame.
9V

9V

9V

the voltage differences at the terminals exceed the
allowed limit. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the required
voltages for high or low output, respectively, for
an illustrating supply voltage of 9 V. The gate
voltages of the middle NMOS (PMOS) can always
be held at 3 V (6 V), while the other gates must be
switched between 0 V/3 V, 6 V/3 V and 6 V/9 V.
The required level-shifting is achieved with SRAM
cells which are operated with the corresponding
supply voltages and which are flipped by capacitive coupling of a 3 V step signal onto the internal
storage node. The feedback inverters in the SRAM
cells are current limited so that flipping is simplified and capacitors of ≈ 200 fF are sufficient. A
reset/set signal in the SRAM cells can be used to
define the initial polarity. This level shifting has
no dc current consumption, as required.
Note that the stacked arrangement of MOS devices requires separate well connections for both,
NMOS and PMOS devices. The well diodes must
be able to tolerate a reverse bias of up to 9 V. For
these reasons, the AMS 0.35 µm high voltage technology, which offers many combinations of wells,
has been used.
A first prototype of this switch has been fabricated. The switching speed is as required. No
degradation of the switch has been observed during a first X-ray irradiation of up to 600 krad.
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Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the ‘high voltage’ switch.
The operation points for a supply of 9 V are shown for high
output (a) and low output (b). The required gate voltages
are generated by ac-coupled SRAM cells.
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One of the biggest challenges for this new chip
was the design of a radiation tolerant analog
switch able to operate at up to 10 V. Irradiations
of Switcher2 chips had shown, that the used HVdevices with thick gate oxides severely degrade
after small (< 50 krad) doses already, as expected.
Thin gate devices, on the other hand, do not
withstand the required voltage. The adopted solution is illustrated in fig. 4: Three stacked 3.3 V
NMOS/PMOS devices are used to pull the output
to ground or to the positive switch voltage, respectively (similar to a circuit in [9]). The transistors
are operated such that under no circumstances

Sequencer Logic

outputs

0V

data
7
channel

128 ‘HV’ switches

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the Switcher3 steering chip.

4.2. Block Diagram
The 128 switches are controlled by a simple, but
flexible sequencer, which represents the heart of
the steering logic. The sequencer RAM (see fig. 5)
containing 64 instruction words can be written and
read through a serial interface. Every word contains flow instructions (jump, loop, . . . ), load in5

structions for up to 8 loop counters and a command to modify the active channel address. Only
two instruction words are required, for instance, to
step linearly through all channels. An interrupt input allows for fast switching between different sequencer programs. The global logic also contains a
programmable strobe generator for fine tuning of
the switch edges with respect to the clock and some
bias DACs for the current starving in the SRAM
cells and some additional currents in the switch.
A test output can send some internal signals to a
monitoring bus. The clock signal uses LVDS levels.
The complete layout has been implemented using rules for radiation tolerant design, i.e. enclosed
devices and guard rings where required [11].

5. Summary and Outlook
Several milestones on the way to a ILC compatible DEPFET vertex module have been met in the
past year:
– The key properties of the DEPFET devices like
pixel size, charge gain, noise, radiation tolerance
and minimum clear voltage for fast and complete clear are sufficient for ILC matrix operation. Further improvements are likely.
– Further irradiations of single DEPFETs have
confirmed the moderate threshold shifts. The
slight noise increase of irradiated devices is negligible compared to white noise contributions at
the anticipated fast readout speeds. Preliminary
irradiations of Switcher3 test structures show
no degradation of the ‘high voltage’ part after
600 krad.
– A DEPFET production run with large matrices
with either full ILC width or half ILC length
(i.e. the full length for one drain readout chip)
and many DEPFET test structures has been
launched.
– The technology required for manufacturing
DEPFETs on thin silicon with an integrated
support frame has been prototyped in the main
facility of the Semiconductor Lab in Munich on
150 mm wafers using industrial subcontractors
for wafer bonding.
– New switcher3 chips have been designed and fabricated. They comply to the requirements of ILC
(size, bump bonding, speed, radiation tolerance,
few pins, . . . ).
– An in-house gold stud bump bonding facility has
been set up.
– Several test beam periods have produced sufficient data for detailed device studies.
– A simulation framework for optimization of detector geometry, pattern reconstruction etc. has
been set up.

Fig. 6. Photograph of the Switcher3.1 chip. The central
part with the bump bond pads has a size of 5.8×1.24 mm2 .
The wire bond pads at the bottom and at the top are for
testing and will be dropped in the following iterations.

4.3. Chip Geometry
A micro photograph of the fabricated chip is
shown in fig. 6. The central part consists of 4 rows
of 32 bump pads with an opening of 80 µm in a
pitch of 180 µm for the 128 outputs. The switches,
the SRAM cells and the coupling capacitors are located in this area. The 32 bump bond pads in the
lower row are used for supply, steering and monitoring. The size of this part is 5.8 × 1.24 mm2 . The
additional wire bond pads at the bottom and the
top are for initial testing and will be dropped in
future chip versions. Several input/output signals
have multiple pads for redundancy and some preliminary test pads are still used. The final design
will require ≈ 15 signals in total. The global circuitry (sequencer, RAM, interface, DACs, strobe
generator) is located in the center.

Some of the next challenges to be addressed are:
– Design of a significantly improved drain readout
chip (increased speed, lower noise, shut down
possibility,. . . ).
– Characterization of chips and new DEPFET devices.
– Assembly of small matrices together with the
6

next generation readout electronics.
– Further irradiations of Single DEPFETs, Matrices, Chips and Modules.
– Detailed analysis of the existing test beam data.
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